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2    THE ABILITY TO DO MORE

KPIs (Key Performance IndIcators) 

are metrics that can help you run your 

business. They are the numbers that allow 

you to gauge your performance and 

react in ways that improve the business. 

McLeod LoadMaster® and PowerBroker® 

users have access to extensive sets of data 

that provide visibility into every aspect 

of the business in a relevant context. If 

you identify the information that is most 

vital to your business strategy, track it 

consistently, and present it to the members 

of your staff who need to see it, actions can 

be taken that will elevate performance and 

improve the bottom line. The management 

of Don Hummer Trucking, R.E. Garrison 

Trucking, and P&S Transportation offer 

some time-tested strategies for 

making the best use of these vital 

metrics.
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R.E. Garrison 
trucking
R.E. Garrison Trucking, based in Cullman, Alabama, offers 
a full range of freight transportation services, including 
dry van, refrigerated, flatbed, intermodal, dedicated, and 
3PL. “Awareness is the key,” says Lamar Quinn, General 
Manager for R.E. Garrison Trucking. “If you’re measuring it, 
you’re going to improve it.”

•	 Use KPIs to direct 
your actions
“Knowledge is power only when attached to action, 
and the KPIs within McLeod give you the knowledge. 
It’s up to you to take the action.”

•	 Customize your KPIs to  
your staff’s needs
“One driver manager who handles transcontinental 
freight has a different set of requirements than 
another one who’s managing local runs. You can 
customize KPIs to those two specific segments of 
the business. That’s just one example. Your KPIs can 
be customized by commodity, driver, lane, and so 
on. By tailoring the numbers in this way, you help all 
members of your staff gain the visibility they need.”

•	 Push KPIs down to the user 
level on a regular schedule
“The McLeod system makes it easy to have reports 
generated as often as you like. We use Report 
Scheduler to push our KPIs down to our user level, 
incrementally, three times a day.”
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•	 Use KPIs to know  
your business
“McLeod’s Profitability Analysis module can show you 
revenue per hour. People need to be looking at that 
metric today. The industry is changing. We may move 
to a per-hour billing at some point. Would you be 
successful at $65 per hour of every working hour that 
your truck is available? The use of KPIs can help you 
answer that.”

•	 Use KPIs to track contracted 
freight volume
“Say that you’ve submitted an RFP and been awarded 
$40 million worth of business. Will you actually get all 
of that freight? Your KPIs give you an easy way to track 
how many loads that customer is actually delivering 
to you on a daily basis according to your plan.”

•	 Use KPIs to negotiate  
with customers
“With the hard data from KPIs in hand, you can sit 
down with a customer and talk about dwell time, 
delays, trailers not being used, and more. If you can 
show them firm numbers, they’re usually more willing 
to respond positively to your requests.”

•	 Use incentives and use KPIs  
to generate bonus pay
“We use KPIs as incentives for our staff. You set goals 
and people can track their progress by the hour as 
they compete to reach their targets and qualify for 
bonus pay.”

•	 Expect surprises  
from the data
“Once people start looking at KPIs, they may be 
surprised at some of the results. Salespeople may 
claim that a particular lane has always made a lot of 
money, but the numbers show otherwise. You have 
to know your data and trust it, so that you can make 
educated decisions on what is really happening in 
your business.”

•	 Use KPIs to  
support drivers
“We use KPIs to support our drivers. Most of our 
drivers are owner-operators. We can sit down with 
them and show how much money they’ve actually 
earned and their earnings per mile. These KPIs give us 
the ability to help many of our drivers understand the 
business and learn to be a better businessman. When 
this happens, they tend to stay with us.”



Don Hummer 
trucking
Don Hummer Trucking is a dry van and temperature-
controlled truckload carrier based in Oxford, Iowa. “Keep 
in mind that KPIs are ‘indicators,’” says Chris Hummer, Vice 
President of Don Hummer Trucking. “It’s not necessarily 
the answer. It’s pointing you in the right direction of 
where the answer might be.”

•	 Start slowly 
with KPIs  
and focus on only a few 
targeted metrics
“The biggest mistake I’ve seen people make is  
diving in too deep and too fast. If you measure 
too many different things, you can’t get definitive 
answers. Some people talk about tracking hundreds 
of KPIs across the company. I think it’s best to focus 
on the ‘key’ part of KPI and limit yourself to about 
three KPIs per department, then see what results 
you get before you go crazy trying to measure every 
single possible iteration of everything you could 

possibly do. For example, ‘orders entered’ can 
be your KPI for the day. Did customer 

service do what they were supposed 
to do? How many orders did we get 
in the system today?”

•	 Respond to KPIs in real-time
“Some are always lagging indicators. They tell you 
what you did last week. Last week’s done and gone. 
We can’t fix last week. What are we doing today 
and next week? There are a number of ways in the 
McLeod system to get at what you’re doing right now. 
There’s a ton of search functionality. You can search 
your orders for a particular delivery date. What’s our 
delivered revenue for a future date? How many orders 
were entered today? If you’re supposed to enter 
100 orders every day, but you had 90 yesterday, and 
only 80 today, you’re going to have problems soon, 
depending on your length of haul. By tracking this 
KPI, you can very quickly figure out what is going on 
and what actions need to be taken immediately in 
response.”

•	 Put context around  
the numbers
“For example, is there seasonality in your business or 
other factors that are going to make some KPIs vary 
over time? Maybe what you see this quarter won’t 
match what you see next quarter. And it may be that 
if you’re on a serious growth curve, you’ll need to go 
back and reevaluate certain metrics to account for the 
growth rate.”

•	 Use different ways to get  
KPIs out of McLeod
“We use Vital Signs, Rapid Alerts, Report Scheduler, 
Order Revenue Analysis, Profitability Analysis, and 
Lane Analysis, to name a few. Everyone positively 
needs to be using Vital Signs. That’s absolutely the 
quickest way to get information, and it can be custom 
tailored to a number of different users. You can use 
Rapid Alerts with Report Scheduler to get various 
reports, if you’re just looking for a quick number out 
of a report. If you search for a particular KPI and want 
to see it every day, save the search.”
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double-click on that driver and drill down to see 
length of employment, safety record, miles, and 
more. I’m not looking at a long retention report; I’m 
looking in real-time at what’s happening. If people are 
leaving, why is that? You can drill down, take a look, 
discover the reasons, take action, and move on.”

•	 Make sure people trust  
the numbers
“If you want people to act on KPIs, you need to make 
sure they understand the numbers and trust them. 
You need to maintain the integrity of the metrics, 
and make them transparent to those people who 
have a stake in them. You have to understand how 
the system has been set up, and how the data flows 
together to create specific KPIs. If you can’t fully 
explain why certain numbers are changing, it’s hard 
to get the people who are supposed to be acting on 
that information to do their part in response.”

•	 Look to external sources  
and McLeod for 
benchmarking KPIs
“You should be thinking about both internal and 
external metrics for grading your overall performance. 
External sources help you see how you are doing 
against your peers in the industry or the industry as 
a whole. Benchmarking KPIs are available through 
the KSM–McLeod Benchmarking Project, McLeod 
Market Insight, and the Truckload Carriers Association 
(TCA) programs. You can also find information about 
publicly-traded companies and use it.”

•	 Use managing by exception as 
a performance indicator
“Don’t always look at KPIs as a way to analyze every 
bit of information that comes in. When you automate 
a process and manage by exception, you can look at 
the exceptions as your performance indicators. The 
assumption is that everything else went well. One 
example is driver retention exceptions. Instead of 
reviewing a driver retention report, I have a Rapid 
Alert sent to me if a driver goes active, inactive or 
switches trucks. From a Rapid Alert I can quickly 
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P&S 
transportation

P&S Transportation, which operates out of 
Birmingham, Alabama, offers flatbed and logistics 

services. “We use KPIs in every department at 
every level,” says Tiffany Giekes, Director of 
Business Processes at P&S Transportation. “Every 

day dispatchers, order planning, customer 
service, billing, and upper management 

are looking at KPIs. In billing we have a 
race every day to see who can bill the 
most. Our finance and accounting 
people also use KPIs to motivate 
them to see how much they can 
settle and transfer.”

•	 Get the data in front  
of your users
“KPIs aren’t just for management. Get the metrics in 
front of your staff. Push it down to the user level. That 
way they know how they’re doing, they know how 
the company is doing, and they become invested.”

•	 Make sure your users 
understand what KPIs are and 
how their work affects them
“Everyone has to understand what these KPIs mean. 
Don’t just throw some numbers onto a screen. If users 
don’t understand what they mean, then they don’t 
understand how they can impact them, and they’re 
not going to do their job well. Show them how their 
actions have an impact.”

•	 Break problems down into 
actionable bits
“If KPIs allow you to identify a problem, figure out 
how to make it into smaller problems that you can 
bite off chunk by chunk. You can track the same KPI 
month to month and see if anything is getting better 
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or getting worse. Look for ways to dice it up, so that 
it’s actionable on a lower level, then you can see the 
changes over time. Change won’t happen overnight, 
but if you have the KPIs in place, you know what 
you’re looking for, and you see a big problem, you can 
easily identify it, then focus on it through the months.”

•	 Keep your data up to date
“If you put garbage into the system, you get 
garbage out, and that goes for KPIs. So it’s critical 
that everyone puts in all of the orders each day, that 
everyone dispatches their trucks each day, and that 
the computer work is up to date.”

•	 Make use of the tools in 
McLeod, such as Report 
Scheduler and Vital Signs for 
both assets and brokerage
“Everyone should be using the Report 
Scheduler. You can send reports out 
in the middle of the night, so that 
users can look at KPIs first thing in 
the morning and know where 
they stand at the start of the 
day. You can send them in 
the middle of the day, 
so they can review 
again. We also use 
Vital Signs both 
for our asset side 
and our brokerage side. 
You can create healthy 
competitions between two 
sides and use the KPIs to compare 
performance.”

•	 Share KPIs with drivers
“People are competitive, and they like to do better 
every day. We use Driver Scorecard as an easy way to 
manage driver KPIs. Drivers can see how their scores 
compare to their peers and the fleet. If a driver’s 
score is low, we use that as a coaching opportunity. 
What’s wrong? What’s going on at home? Why is 
your score low? Why is your service slow? Is there 
something wrong with your truck or your trailer? Are 
you running a bad freight lane? We show drivers that 
they’re not just numbers in our system, and we 
tell them what they can do to improve their 
scores. If a driver’s score is high, that’s an 
opportunity for the driver manager to say, 
‘You’re doing a great job! Keep up the 
great work.’”
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McLeod Helps 
You turn 
Knowledge  
into Profit
KPIS CAn GIVE YOu AnD YOuR STAFF THE InSIGHT 
needed to take your performance levels to new 
heights. The days of managing in the dark and relying 
solely on gut instincts are over. McLeod gives you the 
ability to track every critical aspect of your business 
in real-time. Timely access to KPIs empowers people 
to take actions that directly affect revenue, margin, 
productivity, driver retention, cash flow, and more. 
The end result is a more profitable business, so the 
time to get started is now.
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